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ABSTRACT
As the environmental sciences expand with the intent to more fully analyze and
understand human interactions with the environment in a time of rapid environmental
change, a need has arisen to more widely communicate new environmental knowledge
with the public; however, environmental communication efforts often fail to capture the
interest of audiences in relatable, emotional ways. This research constitutes an
exploratory evaluation of the potential of choral music to effectively communicate
climate change to musical audiences using Iceland as a geographic backdrop. Based on
the author’s own experiences regarding climate change in Iceland, a three-movement
original choral composition Icelandic Sketches: Stories of Climate, Tourism, and Change
was composed by the author, and narratives of climate change and tourism in Iceland
were embedded into the musical and textual elements of the piece. The piece was
premiered by the Western Kentucky University Chorale; several survey methods were
utilized to evaluate how both the singers and the audience members attending the
premiere responded to, learned from, and interpreted the content of the piece. As
Icelandic Sketches was rehearsed, the interpretive discussions between the singers and the
ensemble director were observed. Findings indicate that both singers and audience
members were more knowledgeable about climate change and tourism in Iceland after
exposure to the piece, supporting the conclusion that choral music can be utilized as an
effective platform for environmental communication that appeals to the emotions,
intellect, and interests of musical consumers. Survey results emphasize the importance of
connecting the textual and musical elements of the composition to strengthen the
audience and singers’ emotional responses to the environmental content embedded within
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the music. This research also verifies a variety of compositional and performance
strategies that support effective environmental communication through music; these
strategies may be adopted by future researchers, composers, and musical directors.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Literature Overview
Environmental science, as an academic discipline, has reached a historic height of
global relevance and attention as the need to understand the complexities of human
relationships with the environment is corroborated by unprecedented anthropogenicinduced changes to the global landscape and climate. Accompanying this surge of new
findings in environmental science is a demand for environmental knowledge to be
communicated effectively to the public; yet, scientists have struggled to share their
findings in ways that connect with the interests and emotions of their audiences. In the
age of information, environmental communicators are seeking unique, yet verified,
methods and platforms to share environmental messages.
This project explores the effectiveness of the performance of music embedded
with environmental information and messages as a viable form of environmental
communication. This research is highly interdisciplinary, drawing primarily from the
fields of environmental communication and music composition. The following overview
of the connections of this project to the relevant literature provides the background
context supporting the research objectives and methods.

1.1.1 Environmental Communication
The academic field of environmental communication has recently emerged in
response to a growing demand to properly disseminate environmental information to vast
audiences through a variety of techniques and platforms. Exact origins of the
environmental communication field are difficult to trace, but influences may be linked to
1

scholars who initially investigated the rise of environmental rhetoric that first elevated
environmental conflicts over land conservation and endangered species into the national
media spotlight in the latter half of the twentieth century (Cox 2013). As environmental
issues are increasingly brought to the attention of the public eye, the discipline of
environmental communication continues to expand to analyze how environmental
information is distributed and interpreted. As a comprehensive definition, environmental
communication may be considered as the “pragmatic and constitutive vehicle for our
understanding of the environment as well as our relationships to the natural world; it is
the symbolic medium that we use in constructing environmental problems and in
negotiating society’s different responses to them” (Cox 2013, 19). The broadness of this
definition is reflective of the discipline itself, as well as the all-encompassing concept of
one’s “environment.” Environmental communication must consider the various roles of
language, art, photography, social and cultural movements, and scientific reporting in the
sharing of environmental information (Cox 2013). A consequence of this
interdisciplinarity is frequent collaboration between natural sciences, social sciences, and
the arts.
Within the realm of environmental communication lies the field of climate change
communication, an area of study plagued by the question of how to most effectively
communicate scientific climate concepts to the public in the most efficient, yet accurate,
manner. Major obstacles immediately stand in the way of achieving widespread climate
change awareness; climate change is difficult to see and occurs at extended time scales,
which makes climate change difficult to demonstrate firsthand. Scientists seeking to
communicate climate change science concepts originally followed a general expert-to2

public knowledge dissemination model, operating communication efforts as if members
of the public were an “empty vessel” that should be filled with climate change knowledge
given directly from the subject area experts themselves (Nerlich et al. 2010). This model
has been rejected due to its simplistic, overgeneralized view; science communicators now
seek instead to account for the complexities of how humans absorb and interpret
information by appealing to audiences at a more engaged and emotional level. Rather
than communicating climate change via a steadily-flowing tap of raw information,
climate change is more effectively communicated when presented to individuals in ways
that are personally relevant, appealing, and meaningful (Nerlich et al. 2010).
Despite the outspokenness of many key figures, climate change communication
has also struggled due to opposition to climate science itself, first proliferated by fossil
fuel advocates in the economic and political landscape, sewing public skepticism over the
reality of climate change. Much of this debate has been overcome as the scientific
consensus on climate change has strengthened and as the public has become subject to
many years of media coverage on the subject, raising general awareness (Moser 2010);
however, there is still further progress to be made in reaching wider audiences with
greater educational potential concerning climate change.

1.1.2 Ecomusicology
Allen (2013, n.p.) defined ecomusicology as “the study of music, culture, and
nature in all the complexities of those terms. Ecomusicology considers musical and sonic
issues, both textual and performative, related to ecology and the natural environment.”
This definition is broad, as admitted by Allen (2013), to encompass the interdisciplinarity
3

of the discipline, much in the same all-inclusive vein as the premises of environmental
science and environmental communication. Simplified, ecomusicology is a young field
exploring a history-spanning concept: how the environment is portrayed and incorporated
in music. The roots of ecomusicological study are linked with ecocriticism, a field of
literature and media studies with a similar premise, thus adding a critical, social thought
element to ecomusicology considering how music relates to the environmental challenges
of today such as climate change, pollution, biodiversity loss, etc. (Allen 2011). In another
publication, Allen argued that environmental scholarship is overly ocularcentric, relying
too heavily on the sense of sight to communicate information; thus, ecomusicology, aural
by nature, is perhaps a viable yet underutilized medium to address today’s environmental
challenges by appealing to the human sense of sound (Allen 2012).
Composers throughout history have embedded themes of nature or the
environment in their music with varying forms of intent and purpose; while a
comprehensive review of this practice is far too exhaustive for this research, some key
works from both the modern day and from musical eras of the past are referenced in
ecomusicology studies. Some ecomusicological examples draw from the music found
within nature itself. Nineteenth century geographer Albert Heim deduced that the
measured sounds of a waterfall corresponded with the opening sonority of the final
movement of Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony (Rehding 2011). Even if Beethoven was
unaware of this waterfall connection, capturing the sound of nature itself is a practice that
links Beethoven to artists today who create soundscapes and other music that imitates the
sounds of nature, such as the works of John Luther Adams based in Alaska (Allen 2012)
or Stephen Feld based in Papua New Guinea (Grimley 2011).
4

A more common compositional technique is to reference nature through musical
writing rather than explicitly copying it, resulting in the potential for visualization of
nature through music; examples include the archetypical English Pastoral’s evocation of
fields and hills of the English countryside, or the many nature-reminiscent musical
themes of Jean Sibelius’ symphonies and tone poems (Grimley 2011). An action-based
facet of ecomusicology explores the ways nature-themed music can be utilized to instill
environmental values within listeners. Guy (2009) reviewed various Taiwanese pop
songs that reference the Taiwanese Tamsui River and its surrounding landscape. Guy
(2009) argued that humanities scholars, despite the many social issues that are being
addressed through research and creative efforts, fail to cover environmental issues
satisfactorily with their artforms, music included, given the critical relevance of these
issues in today’s society.

1.1.3 Environmental Communication through Music
As outlined by the literature discussed above, music is a well-established and
acknowledged outlet for incorporating information about the environment into the arts
with the potential to uniquely appeal to the aural senses of audiences in an ocularcentric
world. Following the expansion of both environmental communication and
ecomusicology as disciplines of study, researchers should intently explore environmental
communication through music and, with a more specified focus, climate change
communication through music. Unfortunately, the potential for environmental
communication through music is barely acknowledged in the literature, and virtually no
research precedent for evaluating the strength of music’s environment-related
5

communicative potential exists. This paucity of available literature is particularly stifling
given the struggle of environmental and climate science to find creative ways to reach
wide audiences at an emotionally-appealing level—a criterion that music so often boasts
to fulfill that the emotional connections of music have been long acknowledged by
scholars (e.g., Juslin 1997).
This gap in literature on environmental communication through music is slowly
accumulating scholarly recognition. Wodak (2018) recently published a research-based
look at climate change communication through popular music. Specifically, Wodak
(2018) discussed recent compositional efforts to communicate concepts of climate change
through music, including Paul D. Miller’s Of Water and Ice tackling Antarctic climate
change, Marco Tedesco and Jonathan Perl’s Greenland Melt Music, and Daniel
Crawford’s A Song of Our Warming Planet—each released since 2013. Each of these
compositions incorporated data on rising temperatures or glacial/ice sheet melt into the
music. Given these precedents, climate change communication through music is gaining
popularity as a mission of some modern composers. The collaborative efforts between
environmental scientists and musicians have led to the premiere of many more climate
data-based compositions, such as the works of The ClimateMusic Project (2018).

1.2 Research Objectives and Overview
Even as new compositions depicting climate change information and data are
released, evaluative science considering the communicative potential of these
compositions is severely lacking. A demand for such evaluative science, however, is
clearly present, and the need for such research has also been demonstrated through the
6

push for more effective and far-reaching communicative strategies in environmental
science. The purpose of this research is to address the insufficiencies in the literature
where fundamental knowledge on how climate change is communicated through music is
most needed. Relatedly, an overarching objective of this research is to evaluate how
environmental information, messages, and themes that a composer imbeds within a piece
are relayed and interpreted by performers of the piece, as well as the audience members
who experience the work performed.
Choral music was chosen as the musical foundation for this study. Drawing from
a choral background, the author composed a three-movement choral work Icelandic
Sketches: Stories of Climate, Tourism, and Change, depicting three stories/concepts on
climate change and environmental issues in tourism sourced from the author’s travels in
Iceland; therefore, Iceland served as the geographic context for the piece’s content. The
piece was then rehearsed and premiered by the Western Kentucky University (WKU)
Chorale. Both the singers in the WKU Chorale who premiered the piece and the audience
members who attended the premiere performance were invited to participate in surveys
designed to evaluate the interpretation of the piece’s content and emotional response to
the piece. The design of this research was guided by the following research questions:


How can narratives of climate change and tourism-related environmental issues
be artistically incorporated into a musical composition?



How are these musically-expressed narratives of environmental issues interpreted
by performers and audience members?



How does the rehearsal process of a composition mold a performer’s
interpretation of the environmental content?
7

The intent of these research questions is to evaluate the environmental and climate
change communication aspect of a musical work throughout the entire process of its
conception, rehearsal, and performance (Table 1.1). Throughout this timeline of a
musical work, an increasing number of people are exposed to any environmental content
imbedded in the music. At the start of the timeline, only the composer and perhaps a
select few advisors or peers have access to the environmental content. In this stage, the
environmental content is not fully melded with the musical content. In the case of this
project, where the piece was directly distributed to the ensemble premiering the work
(effectively bypassing the editing and publishing stage of some musical works), members
of the performing ensemble and its director were the first to receive the environmental
content in its complete form, melded into the music. By the time the piece first reaches
the ears of audience members, an additional interpretive element is included: the
performative decisions of the ensemble and conductor. This research specially considers
how environmental information is communicated across all phases of this timeline.
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Table 1.1. Generalized timeline of a musical work. As the timeline progresses, more
people are reached at the potential cost of increasing deviation from the composer’s
original interpretive and communicative intentions.
Timeline of a Musical Work
Audience Reached

Phase

Description

I. Composition

Piece is written,
initially edited
Piece is received by
publisher, further
edited, and published
Piece is received by
performing
ensemble(s),
rehearsed
Piece is performed in
concert and/or
distributed via
recordings

II. Publication
(may be
omitted)
III. Rehearsal

IV. Performance

Composer, advisors, and
peers to the composer
Editors, publishers

Directors, conductors,
members of performing
ensembles
Audience members,
patrons, consumers

Interpretive
Considerations
Composer’s original
intent established
Piece alterations for
suitability of
publication
Interpretive decisions
of directors,
conductors, and
performers
Audience response to
and interpretation of
performances

Depending on the role played—composer, compositional advisor, performer,
director/conductor, or audience member—as well as the differences in background
knowledge and perspectives of individuals, each person responds to music differently and
thus may also respond differently to the embedded environmental content. This study has
attempted to acknowledge these differences in the individual while searching for patterns
concerning interpretation and emotional response to the environmental content of a
musical piece within the sampled population as a whole. An important product of this
project is also the composition itself, designed by the composer/author to serve as an
artistic embodiment of climate change and tourism-related environmental issues in
Iceland. A methodological benefit of using a new composition as the backdrop for this
survey-based study is the purity of response and interpretation; as the piece utilized in
this study had never been performed or published before, the survey results and
subsequent research findings reflect interpretations and emotional responses to the piece
9

that are untainted by any previous experiences with the music. Poems on Icelandic
climate change that served as the sung texts of the composition were also written by the
composer and were initially released alongside the composition itself. The conclusions
drawn from this project are intended to be informative to future research in
environmental science and the musical arts alike.

10

CHAPTER TWO: STUDY AREA
The content of Icelandic Sketches: Stories of Climate, Tourism, and Change
(hereafter Icelandic Sketches) was drawn completely from stories based on real
phenomenon and events accumulated by the composer/author during two summers spent
exploring Iceland while studying climate change and tourism development. Iceland,
therefore, serves as a geographic context for the piece as a whole, and each of the three
movements of the piece focus on a more specific area of the country. The setting of the
first two movements, “Jökull” and “The Floodgate,” is the southern coast of Iceland that
features a vast glacial landscape. The third movement, “Siglufjörður,” references its
namesake village on the northern Icelandic coast. Each movement incorporates elements
of both climate change and tourism as environmental content designed to be
communicated through the music to audiences and performers.

2.1 Iceland
Iceland is an island nation of approximately 350,000 people located in the
northern Atlantic Ocean (Statistics Iceland 2018). The island sits just below the Arctic
Circle, granting Iceland the characteristics of a subarctic climate. The largest city,
Reykjavik, and the surrounding region contains roughly two-thirds of the population. In
the north, Akureyri is the second-largest municipality with a much smaller population of
approximately 19,000 (Statistics Iceland 2018). Development is primarily limited to the
coastal regions of Iceland, as the central highlands are of rugged and largely inhabitable
terrain. A single ring road (Route 1) roughly follows the perimeter of the island, serving
as the main conduit for automobile travel (Figure 2.1).
11

Figure 2.1. Map of Iceland. Highlighted features include the main ring road (Route 1), the
two largest cities, and the village of Siglufjörður (created by author).

The Icelandic landmass, located on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, is geologicallyunique, boasting a variety of volcanic and geothermal features. In addition, Iceland’s
climate is supportive of glacial activity. Four ice caps—Vatnajökull, Langjökull,
Hofsjökull, and Mýrdalsjökull—and their outlet glaciers dominate the landscape in much
of the southern and central portions of the country (Björnsson 2017). Systems of fjords
line much of the eastern, northern, and northwestern coasts, serving as geomorphologic
products of glacial activity during the last glacial maximum. This juxtaposition of
volcanic and glacial features contributes to the uniqueness of Iceland’s natural
landscapes.

12

2.1.1 Environmental Issues in Iceland
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2007) has stated that Arctic
regions are among the most vulnerable to climate change, and the consequences of a
warming climate will be most immediately felt in these regions. Iceland, although not a
true Arctic state, is applicable to this forecast, and therefore Icelandic communities must
prepare for and respond to climate change implications concerning glacial melt, coastal
degradation, and shifting availabilities of resources as warming temperatures affect
natural processes (IPCC 2007). As a result, climate change is a direct and immediate
threat to environmental sustainability in Iceland.
From these general implications of climate change stem more nuanced
environmental challenges. Iceland’s volcanic soils are considered as highly sensitive to
erosion and other disturbances (Arnalds et al. 2001). Only 28% of Iceland’s landscape is
vegetated, and 1% of land is forested; the remainder of vegetation is characterized by
mosses and shrubbery (Dugmore et al. 2009). These considerations add an additional
element of vulnerability to the Icelandic natural environment. Active geomorphologic
processes work in tandem with soil and vegetation characteristics to constantly reform
and reshape the Icelandic landscape. Wind and water erosion are prevalent throughout
Iceland. Retreating glaciers in the south of Iceland proliferate erosional activity as loose
volcanic sands are transported and deposited via meltwater channels or through
intensified aeolian (wind) processes from changing topographies at the glacial margin
(Gísladóttir et al. 2005) (Figure 2.2).

13

Figure 2.2. Icelandic glacier and surrounding landscape. An outlet glacier of the
Vatnajökull ice cap in southern Iceland drains into a swelled meltwater lake at its base
carrying a high sediment load (photo by author).

Rivers flow throughout Iceland and may be fed by glaciers, springs, lakes, or
direct runoff. Of these river types, glacial-fed rivers feature the greatest discharge, length,
and sediment load (Louvat et al. 2008). As a consequence of the annual cycle of glacial
growth and retreat, glacial rivers typically begin to swell in June and may cause large
flooding events throughout the summer (Louvat et al. 2008). This flooding period
coincides with the height of the tourism season (Icelandic Tourist Board 2017).

2.1.2 Tourism in Iceland
Iceland’s tourism industry has experienced a period of growth in recent years,
with number of yearly visitors tripling since 2010, reaching a new record of 1.7 million
14

visitors in 2016 (Icelandic Tourist Board 2017). The rate of growth in number of visitors
is also increasing yearly (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Yearly change in number of visitors to Iceland, 2010-2016 (adapted from
Icelandic Tourist Board (2017)).
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Number of Visitors
488,600
565,600
672,800
807,300
997,300
1,289,100
1,792,200

% Change from Previous Year
N/A
15.7%
18.9%
20.0%
23.5%
29.2%
39.0%

A top reason for visiting Iceland, as indicated by tourists, is to experience the
unique natural landscape (Icelandic Tourist Board 2017; Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 2017). This comes at little surprise given the vast sightseeing
and recreational opportunities Iceland offers. Popular tourism activities involving
interaction with the natural environment include hiking, horseback riding, skiing, bathing
in geothermal springs, whale watching, and general sightseeing. Tourism in Iceland also
experiences a large degree of seasonality, with the vast majority of yearly visitors
arriving in the summer months (Icelandic Tourist Board 2017). As a consequence, the
majority of visitors to Iceland are present at natural attractions during the warmest period
of the year when sites are most vulnerable to erosion. Tourism generates its own
environmental footprint; degradation of trails from frequent use, infrastructural
development, and general overcrowding of sites are becoming major concerns at some of
Iceland’s most frequently-visited natural attractions (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 2017).
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Of great relevance to the Icelandic tourism industry is the growing concept of
“Last Chance Tourism,” a facet of tourism where visitors seek to experience natural
features that are quickly disappearing due to climate change (Eijgelaar et al. 2010). The
name “last chance” indicates a sense of urgency within this form of tourism. As the
Icelandic landscape is quickly evolving, especially in the southern regions where glaciers
are rapidly melting, more tourists are drawn to Iceland with the intent to see the glacial
landscape while the opportunity remains. This poignant, highly-consequential situation is
described in the text of the first movement of Icelandic Sketches; the name of the
movement, “Jökull,” is the Icelandic word for “glacier.”

2.2 Compositional Settings
The three movements of Icelandic Sketches reference various locations and
features across Iceland. The first two movements, “Jökull” and “The Floodgate,” while
no specific locations are specified in the texts, are generally set within the southern
coastal region. Over 71% of tourists visit the south of Iceland, making it the most-visited
region outside of the Reykjavik area (Icelandic Tourist Board 2017). This region is
dominated by overwhelming scenery; one side of the ring road features the ocean and
undeveloped beaches, and the other side features steep mountains, glaciers, and extensive
networks of waterfalls and meltwater channels connecting the glaciers to the ocean. The
musical writing of “Jökull” is intended to imitate the journey of meltwater from its
starting point at the base of a glacier to its destination in the sea.
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Figure 2.3. The mouth of Jökulsárlón. Glacial meltwater and calved icebergs empty into
the North Atlantic Ocean, as observed by tourists (photo by author).
“The Floodgate” tells a story of tourists on a glacier hike, which is a popular
activity in the southern region of Iceland. Multiple outlet glaciers of the ice cap
Vatnajökull in the southeast, as well as Sólheimajökull in the south, are commonly
traversed by tourists, frequently led by guides in large groups. The narrative text of “The
Floodgate” describes the landscape of a glacial moraine from the eyes of tourists:
“meandering hills of rock and sand.” The tourists also encounter a newly-formed
meltwater channel that is blocking the trail to the glacier head: “A river roars before us.
The glacier, unreachable.” Such an occurrence is a common challenge glacier guides
must face, as the changing shape of a glacier and the ever-shifting network of meltwater
channels constantly alter points of glacier access during the summer melting period,
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which corresponds with the height of tourism season. Akin to the musical imagery of
“Jökull,” the final line of “The Floodgate,” “The glacier will join its siblings in the sea,”
evokes the ultimate destination of meltwater in the ocean. Tourists can witness this
firsthand at the popular attraction Jökulsárlón, a glacial lagoon filled with icebergs calved
from the nearby Brieðamerjökull, an outlet glacier of Vatnajökull. As the lagoon empties
into the Atlantic Ocean, tourists can watch icebergs as they enter the sea and float off into
the distance (Figure 2.3).

2.2.1 Siglufjörður
The third movement of Icelandic Sketches, “Siglufjörður,” depicts a village
located on the northern Icelandic coast. Siglufjörður is the northernmost settlement on the
Tröllaskagi Peninsula, which is isolated by two large fjords—Skagafjörður to the west
and Eyjafjörður to the east—and the Greenland Sea/Arctic Ocean to the north.
Siglufjörður sits along the western wall of its small namesake fjord, which itself opens
out directly to the Greenland Sea and lies 24 nautical miles from the Arctic Circle (Sigló
Hotel 2018) (Figure 2.4). Siglufjörður contains approximately 1,300 inhabitants (Herring
Era Museum 2018a).

Figure 2.4. View of Siglufjörður. The village sits along its namesake fjord, which opens
to the nearby Greenland Sea (photo by author).
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Siglufjörður is unofficially known as the “Herring Capital of the World”—a name
that references the historical significance of the village. As a fjord community located
directly off the sea sheltered by tall mountains, Siglufjörður presents a prime harbor site,
and, at the time of its initial growth around the turn of the twentieth century, the village
was close in proximity to excellent herring feeding grounds. During the first half of the
twentieth century, Siglufjörður took a lead role in helping Iceland achieve economic
prosperity and stability by means of its fishing industry. Herring from Siglufjörður
accounted for an average of 25% of Iceland’s total export profits for several years
(Herring Era Museum 2018a). At one time, Siglufjörður became the fifth-largest town in
the country as both Icelanders and foreigners were drawn to the area to participate in the
fishing business, especially in the summer months during the herring-processing season
(the largest population was recorded in 1949 at 3,100). The community’s reliance on
herring was also reflected in its budding culture, influencing music, dancing, and pub life
(Hamilton et al. 2004; Herring Era Museum 2018a).
Halfway through the twentieth century, the herring population began a critical
shift toward its decline in the Siglufjörður area. The first cause of the shifting herring
population was overfishing throughout Iceland beginning after 1950 (Hamilton et al.
2004). The second cause affecting the population is related directly to climate change—a
phenomenon known as the Great Salt Anomaly of the 1970’s (GSA’70s) that originated
in the Arctic Ocean. During the GSA, freshwater sourced from the melting Greenland ice
sheet formed a surface-level layer as it flowed into the ocean; non-typical sea winds then
blew this polar water southward through the Greenland Sea toward Iceland, which in the
late 1960s began to experience general cooling trends (Hamilton et al. 2004). Residents
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of Siglufjörður have recounted the unusual prolonged presence of sea ice lingering in the
fjord during this time. Such cooler temperatures threatened the food supply for the
herring population, which in turn convinced the already diminishing fish population to
migrate from the area (Hamilton et al. 2004). The town of Siglufjörður began its own
economic decline parallel to that of its herring industry through the 1960’s; the herring
industry eventually collapsed in 1968. No longer a town of economic promise, the
population of Siglufjörður also declined greatly (Herring Era Museum 2018a). After
several years of struggle, residents began to look for new methods of economic survival
to revitalize the village.
Since the sudden end of the herring boom in 1968, Siglufjörður has in many ways
regrown through the lens of the tourism industry. Fittingly, this transition began with a
local desire to preserve the history and heritage of the prosperous fishing years; this
evolved into an initiative to construct a historical museum. After a rocky start, the first
exhibits of what would become the Herring Era Museum opened in the early 1990s
(Herring Era Museum 2018b). Over time, this museum has reclaimed and restored
multiple buildings once used during the herring years to retell the story of Siglufjörður’s
herring industry to tourists. The museum is now perhaps the village’s most popular
attraction, with a recorded number of visitors of 25,000 in 2016 (Herring Era Museum
2018b). Another popular attraction located within town is the Folk Music Centre, which
preserves and shares traditional Icelandic music through its exhibits and yearly events
(personal observation 2016).
Given its isolated geographic location, Siglufjörður has greatly benefitted from
the recent opening of two tunnels in 2011 connecting the village to its southern neighbor,
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Ólafsfjörður (Figure 2.5). Before these tunnels, automobiles would traverse a much
longer unpaved mountain road to reach Siglufjörður from the south (personal observation
2016). These two tunnels, one 4 km long and the other 7 km long, are separated by a
short drive through the uninhabited fjord of Héðinsfjörður, which is lauded for its
untouched natural beauty but now viewed by some as suddenly vulnerable to human
impact. With the new tunnels, the future of tourism is perhaps even brighter for
Siglufjörður; automobile travel from Akureyri only takes approximately one hour
(personal observation 2016).

Figure 2.5. Highway route from Akureyri to Siglufjörður. Recently-completely tunnel
segments are featured (created by author).
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
3.1 Compositional Process
Before Icelandic Sketches was composed, the project author studied climate
change and tourism issues across Iceland through a collaborative study abroad program
with Western Kentucky University and the University of Akureyri in 2015 and 2016 and
through a research internship with the Icelandic Arctic Cooperation Network in 2016.
During this time exploring environmental issues in Iceland, the author became acquainted
with the climatic and tourism challenges Iceland faces firsthand. The observations, field
notes, and interactions resulting from this period of study in Iceland became the
informational base for the creation of Icelandic Sketches.
The author approached the director of the WKU Chorale in January 2017 to
propose that the ensemble premiere Icelandic Sketches, unwritten at the time. The WKU
Chorale was considered to be the ideal ensemble for this project due to the author’s
personal membership in the ensemble, bringing familiarity and connections with the
ensemble personnel. The WKU Chorale is an advanced student SATB (Soprano, Alto,
Tenor, and Bass voice parts included) ensemble of 30-40 members. During an academic
semester, the WKU Chorale typically performs in 3-4 full concerts as well as a variety of
other performance engagements. The ensemble rehearses four days a week for either 55
or 80 minutes per day.
After a premiering ensemble was secured, the creation of Icelandic Sketches
began with the writing of the poems to be sung as texts in the work. The author originally
intended to find texts to be set to music directly from historic records documenting
climate change and tourism in Iceland and from amassing quotes recorded from
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conversations the researcher completed with Icelandic tourism leaders, operators, and
researchers; however, it was decided that the most effective content to be sung in
Icelandic Sketches would come from the writing of the author himself, who could
carefully consider what the most effective content to include might be and how best to
incorporate the content into poetic form. A total of three poems were written, each
covering a different aspect or issue relating to climate change and tourism in Iceland.
“Jökull” describes the concept of Last-Chance Tourism as an opening to the set of poems,
“The Floodgate” follows tourists on a glacier hike whose path is suddenly obstructed by
meltwater, and “Siglufjörður” explores how tourists to Siglufjörður will remember the
town’s poignant history of its fishing industry boom and collapse due in large part to
climate change.
Composition of the first movement of Icelandic Sketches, “Jökull,” began in
January 2017. Work on “The Floodgate” began in March of that year, and the initial
measures of “Siglufjörður” were written in May. Drafts of all three movements were
completed by September 2017, although editing of the movements continued until the
initial rehearsal period began in March 2018. The piece was written for SATB choir and
piano.

3.2 Communicative Evaluation Methods
A central objective of this research was to evaluate how the rehearsal and
performance of a musical work can serve as platforms for environmental communication
specifically related to climate change. Several methods were employed to evaluate the
effectiveness of environmental communication enacted for both the performers of
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Icelandic Sketches and members of the audience who attended the premiere. The methods
were carefully designed to remove potential bias from the composer/project author
singing in the WKU Chorale alongside the performers who served as research subjects.
Members of the WKU Chorale were not shown the score of Icelandic Sketches before
rehearsal began, nor was any of the piece’s content discussed with the singers. The
composer requested of the director and the singers of the WKU Chorale not to ask the
composer interpretive questions about the piece’s content during the rehearsal process.
Questions of musical technicalities were deemed acceptable to be asked of the composer
during rehearsals, as these questions did not affect the environmental communication
aspect of the piece. With these precautions in effect, the author tried to create a situation
akin to a blank slate; that is, the director and singers of the WKU Chorale were able to
approach Icelandic Sketches with fresh eyes and ears. From this point onward,
interpretative discretion, and therefore the potential for active environmental
communication, was transferred from the composer to the director and the singers.
The first rehearsal of Icelandic Sketches was held March 19, 2018 with a
scheduled premiere of the work on April 22, 2018. The director and collaborative pianist
were given music before the first rehearsal for practice and preparation purposes. Before
any of the singers were distributed a score, they were asked by the author to participate in
a survey regarding their pre-existing knowledge and thoughts of climate change and
tourism in Iceland as well as their opinions on music’s communicative potential (see
Appendix A for Pre-Rehearsal Survey). Permission for the use of all surveys distributed
for this research was attained by the university’s human subjects review board. All survey
respondents were 18 years of age or older. After the pre-rehearsal surveys were
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submitted, singers in the WKU Chorale received their copy of Icelandic Sketches, and
rehearsals of the piece began. Printed on the front cover of the scores were the poetic
texts of the three movements, and the inside cover contained composer notes briefly
explaining the content of the three movements as well as the premise of the piece as a
whole. The practice of including composer notes along with a musical score is
commonplace and allows a composer to ensure that any ensembles performing a work
without the composer present understand any critical background information,
interpretive elements, and musical technicalities that affect how the piece will be
performed.
As a member of the WKU Chorale, the author attended all rehearsals of Icelandic
Sketches. The content of the piece covered during each rehearsal was recorded in a
notebook, as well as any interpretive elements of the piece’s content that were discussed
by the director or singers. Before the premiere concert on April 22, 2018, the same
composer notes provided to the singers, along with the texts of the three movements,
were inserted into the concert programs for audience members to read before or during
the concert. Also included in the concert programs was a short audience survey designed
to elicit information about the degree of communicative success of the premiere
performance (see Appendix B for Audience Survey). In order to make the survey
appealing and to receive the most responses, the audience survey was intentionally brief.
During the concert, an announcement was made explaining the intent of the surveys and
inviting the audience members to participate. After the premiere of Icelandic Sketches,
participating audience members submitted anonymously their completed surveys in the
lobby of the concert venue.
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A post-performance survey was distributed to WKU Chorale members via
Qualtrics online survey software after the premiere was completed. An online format for
the post-performance survey was necessary due to a lack of available rehearsal time for
the ensemble to complete and submit a written survey. The post-performance survey
asked many of the same questions as the pre-rehearsal survey in order to capture the
change in environmental knowledge about climate change and tourism in Iceland
occurring from the rehearsal and performing process of Icelandic Sketches. Additional
questions were added to the post-performance survey asking singers to provide their
reactions and opinions about the piece and its communicative elements (see Appendix C
for Post-Performance Survey).
All three surveys of this project were distributed, collected, and processed by the
project researcher. Open-ended responses underwent standard coding procedures,
recording the frequencies of each response and grouping similar responses together.
Various Likert-scale questions asking for level of agreement on a five-point scale were
included in each of the surveys; these questions were processed through simple
summation of responses by scale degree. Descriptive statistics were calculated for Likertscale questions, and the three Likert-scale questions found in both the singer prerehearsal and post-performance surveys were included in a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for
statistical significance. These analyses allowed for research results to be drawn
suggesting how effectively the content of Icelandic Sketches was communicated to both
the members of the WKU Chorale and to audience members who attended the premiere.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Compositional Results
The first full draft of Icelandic Sketches was completed in September 2017, with
only minor edits applied to the score before its first distribution to the director and
collaborative pianist in February 2018. Performance time for the entire piece is between
8.5 and 9 minutes. An analytical overview of the compositional elements of each
movement is provided below.
4.1.1 “Jökull” Analysis
“Jökull,” the first movement of the piece, is written in slow 4/4 time; an eighth
note receives approximately 96 bpm. The movement begins with an extended piano solo.
This piano feature is intended to paint musically the landscape of southern Iceland before
any words are sung by the choir. Because the landscape of Iceland is so strikingly unique,
the composer considered setting the scene as an upmost priority before any textual
content is provided. The first measure of the movement immediately introduces one of
two main themes of the piece, informally called the “meltwater theme” (Figure 4.1). The
meltwater theme is developed throughout the opening piano feature without establishing
any clear tonality. The piano feature then grows in dynamic and fullness of tone. This
writing is meant to imitate the journey of meltwater from a glacier to the sea. The
meltwater begins its journey as a small stream as it escapes from underneath the glacier.
As it flows downslope, more meltwater channels join together, and the discharge
continues to rise. The meltwater has become a full-size braided river by the time it
reaches the sea.
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Figure 4.1. Meltwater theme. First introduced in Jökull piano line m. 1-2
(sourced from author).
The second section of “Jökull” begins at m. 9. At this point, the journey of the
meltwater is concluded, and the piano introduces a new rhythmic ostinato of eighth notes
in the right hand on the beat, with syncopated eighth notes in the left hand, creating the
aural effect of running sixteenth notes. The harmonic structure of this pattern shifts,
ultimately landing in a suggested tonality of A Major with a substituted F-natural and Gnatural. The choir makes its initial entrance in m. 12, humming a low-voiced A-major
chord. The tonality of A Major with the flattened 6th and 7th is meant to evoke a feeling of
coldness representative of the glacial landscape (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Jökull m. 11-12 (sourced from author).
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The meltwater theme is restated in the piano in m. 16. In m. 17, the choir sings its
first text and introduces the second main theme of Icelandic Sketches, a four-note motive
present in the soprano line informally called the “year after year” theme, from the words
that are sung to this first statement of the theme (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3. Year after year theme. First stated in the soprano line Jökull m. 17-18
(sourced from author).
From the first statement of the year after year theme, the movement grows in
dynamic and rhythmic complexity between the piano and vocal parts. The words “even
more come” (referring to increasing numbers of tourists) match with the increasing
crowdedness of the music. The final section of “Jökull” arrives at m. 27. Here, a clear g
minor tonality is established, the piano drops out, and the year after year theme is stated
plainly in the soprano line. The final lines of text are finally stated: “But as each year
unfolds, there is even less to see.” As this is the most important content of the
movement’s text, referencing melting glaciers and the changing Icelandic landscape, the
music builds to the striking of a foreign chord from the g-minor tonality: D-flat major
with b-flat minor stacked on top. To end the movement, the piano alone restates the year
after year theme reflectively.
4.1.2 “The Floodgate” Analysis
The last note of “Jökull” functions as a leading tone into the key of B-flat Major,
the opening tonality of “The Floodgate.” Basses and tenors sing an open fifth in B-flat to
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start the movement, with the sopranos immediately reprising the year after year theme,
now with an added two-note tag that will be appended to the theme throughout the
movement (Figure 4.4). The mood is bright and energetic, a stark contrast from the
seriousness of “Jökull.” The piano enters proudly with a descending line, then begins a
pattern of staccato eighth notes in the left hand, with the modified year after year theme
in the right hand.

Figure 4.4. Opening lines of The Floodgate. A two-note tag is added to the year after year
theme (sourced from author).
A building line that re-introduces the meltwater theme, “everything I need for
glacier-hiking,” leads into more descending piano lines functioning to change the tonality
into a new A Lydian/E Major section. The four voice parts each sing their own lines
describing the tourists approaching the glacier. The year after year theme is present in
these fragmented melodic thoughts; meanwhile, the meltwater theme is hidden in the lefthand line of the piano. The naïve excitement of the tourists is intended to shine through
the music in this section; their excitement builds, and the various simultaneous lines
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create a busy texture. Also introduced within this chaos is the third repeating melodic
theme of Icelandic Sketches, though it is not as widely-utilized as the other two themes.
The tenors introduce this theme of descending quarter notes followed by an upward leap
of a fifth as the first to sing the line “we are excited.” Sopranos then append another
measure to this theme, informally named the reflection theme (Figure 4.5). This section
culminates with a climax in the line “but then we are stopped.” Carried by their previous
momentum, the singers loudly proclaim a C Major chord, which is unexpected in the
tonal context. The hiking tourists in this exclamation of the word “stopped” express
multiple emotions simultaneously: confusion, surprise, and a hint of frustration.

Figure 4.5. Reflection theme. First fully stated in the soprano line in The Floodgate m.
19-21 (excerpt in A Lydian/E Major) (sourced from author).
The obstruction of the tourists’ path is, of course, a newly-formed meltwater
channel. The piano embodies this channel starting at m. 24. The meltwater theme itself is
restated in the piano at m. 25. The tourists, drawn back to reality from their adventurous
mindset, assess the situation soberly—the glacier cannot be reached. The tour guide
expresses frustration that the channel has only appeared since the previous day. The choir
weaves into a warm A-flat Major 7th chord while singing “yesterday the path was dry.”
The tourists must turn around and retrace their steps in search of a new path onto
the glacier. The text here is vague, as it could also be interpreted as the tourists simply
giving up on reaching the glacier at all. Once the action resumes, the tourists return to
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their original adventurous selves. This is reflected in the music, as m. 36-40 are basically
a modulated repeat of m. 5-8. At this point, the focus of the movement shifts away from
the tourists as they disappear over the hills—here, the piano repeats the year after year
theme in the left hand. The final lines of the movement indicate that while the tourists
have the ability to turn around and choose a new path, the glacier, rapidly melting, is
ultimately destined for the ocean. “But rivers cannot return to their sources” is sung in the
soprano line to the reflection theme. “The glacier will join its siblings in the sea” is then
sung poignantly in E-flat Major with suggestions of the relative c-minor, ending the
movement with an open 5th in E-flat with an added 9th.
4.1.3 “Siglufjörður” Analysis
“Siglufjörður” begins with the piano playing a modified triplet rhythm of the year
after year theme. The tonality suggested is C Lydian. This modal choice is imitative of
traditional Icelandic chant. More chant influence is immediately heard with the opening
text sung by the tenors and basses in parallel fifths based in C (hence the raised 4th scale
degree). Following this brief chant section, the piano restates the year after year theme in
triplet form a final time. The remainder of the movement is a capella, starting with a
modification of the reflection theme in the soprano line. As the voice of tourists who have
visited Siglufjörður and learned its history, singers ponder what the town would be like
had the herring population never migrated for warmer waters. Parallel fifths return in
another chant-like section in m. 20. The dynamic high point of the movement arrives with
the line “an era to sustain.” Sopranos hold to the word “sustain” while the chords in the
lower three parts shift.
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The tonality of C is left behind as reality returns to the minds of the tourists:
“now that the herring will not return.” The tourists consider how Siglufjörður has slowly
revitalized its economy by promoting tourism: “boatloads for busloads, shipyards for
showrooms.” The meltwater theme returns in m. 39, slightly modified, as the tonality
shifts downward, arriving at a d minor 9th chord with a doubled C. The final line of the
piece, “searching for resilience,” is sung by sopranos with two distant non-textual chords
sung in the lower voices. To end the piece, the three lower voices drop out as the
sopranos sustain the final syllable of “resilience” with a diminuendo into nothingness.

4.2 Communicative Evaluation Results
Results of the communicative evaluation process come from multiple sources—
first, the processed surveys submitted by members of the WKU Chorale before rehearsals
of Icelandic Sketches and after its performance. Second, during the rehearsal process,
notes were taken by the researcher describing the content that was covered in each
rehearsal as well as any interpretive content that was discussed by the director and/or the
singers in the formal rehearsal setting. Finally, the results of an audience survey
submitted by attendees of the premiere performance shed insights on communication
between musicians and their audience along with other communicative elements of the
concert process, such as the effectiveness of program notes. Various results are presented
below in the order by which the methods were conducted.

4.2.1 Singer Pre-Rehearsal Survey Results
A total of 29 members of the WKU Chorale submitted a pre-rehearsal survey
(n=29), which, subtracting the researcher/composer himself, represents the entirety of the
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ensemble. The return rate of surveys was particularly high due to the distribution of the
survey during regular rehearsal time in handwritten format (see Appendix A for survey).
Survey responses indicated that none of the singers had previously visited Iceland.
When asked what the singers might expect to see were they to visit Iceland, a variety of
responses were recorded; the most frequent responses were “Greenery” and “Ice.” Three
respondents made a point of stating “Absence of Ice,” perhaps in reference to the
common confusions between Iceland and the ice-cap covered Greenland (Figure 4.6).
When asked if Iceland faces any challenges regarding climate change, 22 respondents
stated “Yes,” one stated “No,” five stated “Maybe,” and one did not know enough to
provide an answer. Figure 4.7 shows the most common challenges Iceland faces
regarding climate change as listed by the singers. “Sea-level rise” and “harm to wildlife”
were the top responses. Seven singers noted that Iceland’s northern geographic location is
likely to make the effects of climate change more severe.
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Figure 4.6. Most commonly-listed preconceived expectations of Iceland. Responses listed
by WKU Chorale singers in the pre-rehearsal survey (created by author).
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Consequences of Climate Change in Iceland: Pre-Rehearsal
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Figure 4.7. Most commonly-listed consequences of climate change. Responses listed by
WKU Chorale singers in the pre-rehearsal survey (created by author).

The remaining questions on the pre-rehearsal survey used a Likert-scale model,
asking for level of agreement on a scale of 1 to 5. Each of the three questions received a
median response of 4. A majority of singers agreed that tourists and the tourism industry
can substantially alter the natural environment (Figure 4.8); the most common
explanation provided was litter. While a majority of singers agreed to some extent that
climate change was personally-relevant, a response of 3 in the middle of the agreement
spectrum was very common (Figure 4.9). Some singers commented that climate change
was not relevant to their intended career in music; others mentioned that everyone is
affected by, and has a responsibility to care for, the environment. The final pre-rehearsal
survey question asked if singers believed that music can convey concepts in science
successfully. With one exception, responses ranged from 3 to 5, indicating agreement
(Figure 4.10).
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I think tourists and the tourism industry can substantially alter the
natural environment.
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Figure 4.8. Pre-rehearsal responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on tourism’s
environmental impact (created by author).

I think climate change is directly relevant to me personally.
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Figure 4.9. Pre-rehearsal responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on climate change
personal relevance (created by author).
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I think music can be used to successfully communicate
scientific concepts.
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Figure 4.10. Pre-rehearsal responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on music’s
communicative potential. (created by author).

4.2.2 Observational Rehearsal Notes
Icelandic Sketches was rehearsed by the WKU Chorale during 15 rehearsal
sessions over a course of of five weeks. During this rehearsal period, the WKU Chorale
also rehearsed one other piece to be performed at the same concert as the premiere of
Icelandic Sketches in addition to the Poulenc Gloria for a separate concert. The Chorale
also spent short portions of this rehearsal period practicing pieces already familiar to the
ensemble for a university event. Because of these simultaneous repertoire choices,
multiple pieces were often rehearsed during the same rehearsal, meaning that Icelandic
Sketches did not fill each of the 15 rehearsals. Overall, Icelandic Sketches was learned
quickly and efficiently, which is a common undertaking for upper-level choirs with a
large repertoire and limited rehearsal time.
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In discussion with the director of the WKU Chorale before rehearsal of Icelandic
Sketches began, the director instantly asked the composer about the year after year theme
and the meltwater theme, indicating these commonly-ocurring themes were easily
recognized by the director without the prompting of the composer. These musical themes
were introduced to the students on the first day of rehearsal so as to be acquainted with
the recurring themes as new musical content was learned. The texts of all three
movements were also introduced immediately by the director to the singers as an
overview to the entire work. After this point, the piece was learned in performance order
of the three movements.
Interpretive content of Icelandic Sketches was discussed in six of the 15
rehearsals. Interpretive content discussion often centered around the mood of the
movement being rehearsed as the director asked for the singers to emulate the implied
mood. This was most common during rehearsal of “The Floodgate” when trying to
emulate the feel of excited tourists on a glacier hike. The mood shifts in “The Floodgate”
would often induce discussion of how and why the musical mood had changed in
correlation with the text of the movement. Interpretive content was included in rehearsals
only during the first and last rehearsal week, leaving eight rehearsals in between with no
interpretive discussion. These inner weeks were largely focused on learning the basic
elements of the piece, and they were often fragmented by rehearsal of the Poulenc Gloria.

4.2.3 Audience Survey Results
A total of 68 audience surveys were submitted after the conclusion of the
premiere of Icelandic Sketches (n=68) (see Appendix B for survey). With an estimated
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concert attendance of 100-120 patrons, the survey data represents at least half of those in
attendance. Audience responses to the piece were overall very positive. The first three
questions in the audience survey used a Likert-scale method of denoting level of
agreement to a statement on a scale of 1-5, with five representing strong agreement.
Audience members commonly answered 3-5 when asked if they felt more knowledgeable
about climate change and environmental issues in Iceland (Figure 4.11), as well as about
tourism in Iceland after hearing Icelandic Sketches (Figure 4.12). Audience members
denoted strong interest in listening to additional music depicting similar themes (Figure
4.13). The median response of all three questions was 4. Only one respondent answered 1
for all three Likert-scale questions, functioning as an outlier in the dataset.
I feel more knowledgeable about climate change and
environmental issues in Iceland.
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Figure 4.11. Audience responses on gained climate change knowledge (created by
author).
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I feel more knowledgeable about tourism in Iceland.
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Figure 4.12. Audience responses on gained tourism knowledge (created by author).
I would be interested to listen to additional music depicting
similar themes.
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Figure 4.13. Audience interest to hear additional music akin to Icelandic Sketches
(created by author).
A wide variety of descriptions were provided regarding the audience’s emotional
response to the piece, indicating that different people responded to the piece in various
ways. Among the most frequent answers were “Moving/Thought-Provoking”
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“Peaceful/Calming,” “Beautiful,” and “Poignant/Sad about Climate Change.” There were
also a wide variety of answers regarding the content the audience found to be the most
meaningful. The most common response was the content of “The Floodgate” (seven
responses); the content of “Siglufjörður” was also commonly listed (five responses).
Three respondents listed “The glacier will join its siblings in the sea” as the most
meaningful line of text.
The final question of the audience survey asked for any suggested improvements
to enhance the piece’s communicative aspect. By far, the most frequent suggestion was to
add visuals or film to accompany the performance (nine responses). Originally, a
slideshow was intended to play alongside the premiere performance showing pictures of
the Icelandic landscape, tourists on a glacier hike, and other relevant photographs to
enhance communication of the piece’s content. Unfortunately, the slideshow encountered
managerial complications and was unable to be presented at the premiere.
Although not asked to comment on it specifically, six audience respondents
denoted their appreciation for the program notes as a communicative guide to the piece.
Some audience members reportedly enjoyed following along with the printed texts as
they were sung, and others appreciated the ability to read background information
provided by the composer before the performance began. A few selected pictures had
been added to the program notes in the absence of a slideshow.

4.2.4 Singer Post-Performance Survey Results
A total of 17 post-performance surveys were completed by WKU Chorale
members (n=17) (see Appendix C for survey). The number of respondents likely
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decreased from the pre-rehearsal survey due to the administration of the postperformance survey in an online format outside of rehearsal due to lack of available
rehearsal time at the end of the semester. Many of the questions of the post-performance
survey were the same as the pre-rehearsal survey, and new questions were added in order
to collect additional follow-up data.
Table 4.1 outlines the demographic information of the 15 post-performance
survey respondents who provided such data. The distribution of respondents within the
WKU Chorale include seven male and eight females. A variety of age groups were
included. Two singers were pursuing degrees outside of music. Of music majors, one was
a Bachelor of Arts major, six were education majors, and seven were performance
majors. Respondents were also asked to indicate any forms through which they had
previously learned about climate change before learning Icelandic Sketches; the most
common responses included watching a documentary/movie on climate change (13
responses) and reading a non-editorial news article (11 responses).
Table 4.1. Demographic information of WKU Chorale post-survey respondents.
I. Gender

Male
7

Female
8

II. Age

18-19
8

20-21
5

22+
2

III. Major

Other

Music
(Education)
6

Music (BA)

2

Music
(Performance)
7

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior/Master’s

3

7

2

3

Book

Documentary/
Movie

TV Program

Podcast/
Radio

University
Course

Internet
Article

4

13

8

4

1

11

IV. Year in
College
V. Past
Exposure to
Climate Change
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To begin the post-performance survey, singers were asked if they thought Iceland
faced any challenges related to climate change, to which 16 respondents answered “Yes”
and one respondent answered “Maybe.” When asked to explain their answers this time,
the most common effect/consequence of climate change listed was “Melting ice,” a
contrast from the pre-rehearsal results. “Harm to ecosystem/natural features” was the
second most-common response (Figure 4.14). Some singers provided new responses not
found in the pre-surveys, including “Harm to tourism industry,” “Harm to the economy,”
“Human migration,” and “Loss of natural beauty.”

Consequences of Climate Change in Iceland: Post-Concert
Melting Ice
Sea Level Rise
Harm to Ecosystem/Natural Features
Harm to Wildlife
Harm to Economy
Harm to Tourism Industry
0
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6
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10

Figure 4.14. Most commonly-listed consequences of climate change. Responses listed by
WKU Chorale singers in the post-concert survey (created by author).

The same Likert-scale questions were asked on the post-performance survey as on
the pre-rehearsal survey. All respondents listed a level of moderate to strong agreement
(responses of 3, 4, and 5) that tourists can substantially alter the environment (Figure
4.15). These responses are similar to the pre-rehearsal results. Also similar to the prerehearsal survey results were responses asking if singers found climate change to be
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personally relevant; the most common responses were 4 and 5, but each level of
agreement was indicated by at least one respondent (Figure 4.16).

I think tourists and the tourism industry can substantially
alter the natural environment.
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Figure 4.15. Post-performance responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on tourism’s
environmental impact (created by author).

I think climate change is directly relevant to me personally.
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Figure 4.16. Post-performance responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on climate
change personal relevance (created by author).
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Most singers strongly agreed that music can successfully communicate scientific
concepts (Figure 4.17). There was stronger agreement with this statement as compared
with the pre-rehearsal results. Singers were also asked if they felt more knowledgeable
about climate change and tourism in Iceland after performing Icelandic Sketches. All but
one respondent agreed or strongly agreed (responses of 4 and 5) (Figure 4.18).

I think music can be used to successfully communicate
scientific concepts.
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Figure 4.17. Post-performance responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on music’s
communicative potential (created by author).
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I feel more knowledgeable about climate change and tourism
in Iceland after rehearsing and performing this piece.
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Figure 4.18. Post-performance responses listed by WKU Chorale singers on knowledge
gained from learning Icelandic Sketches (created by author).

Because three of the Likert-scale questions were asked of singers in both the prerehearsal and post-performance surveys, further statistical analysis may assess the
effectiveness of the rehearsal and performance process on influencing the Likert-scale
responses. Table 4.2 outlines statistical results comparing the pre-rehearsal and postperformance Likert-scale data. The increased level of agreement on tourism’s
environmental impact as well as music’s ability to communicate science is confirmed—
for both questions, the median increased from 4 to 5, the mean was raised, and the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test results comparing the pre-rehearsal and post-performance
datasets return a p-value of .000 and denote statistical significance. The question of
climate change’s personal relevance, while the pre-rehearsal and post-performance
datasets are shown to be statistically significant, maintained a median of 4, and the mean
decreased marginally, suggesting little overall change in responses.
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Table 4.2. Pre-rehearsal and post-performance comparative statistical measures.
Likert-Scale
Question

Tourism alters the
natural
environment.
Climate change is
personally
relevant.
Music can
successfully
communicate
science.

Median

Mean

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test
Z-Statistic
p-value

PreRehearsal
4

PostPerformance
5

PreRehearsal
4.069

PostPerformance
4.412

-4.000

.000

4

4

3.759

3.706

-3.464

.001

4

5

4.069

4.647

-3.704

.000

When asked about any text of Icelandic Sketches that was most meaningful,
singers most frequently listed “Siblings in the sea/But rivers cannot return to their
sources” (four responses), “Yesterday the path was dry” (three responses), and the
changing perspective of the hikers and tour guide (three responses)—all of these are
references to “The Floodgate;” overall, seven different responses were listed. A similar
question asked for the most meaningful aspects of the music (non-textual components)
and the most frequent responses were the atonality/nontypical harmonies (three
responses) and the musical imagery of melting ice (three responses); in total, ten different
responses were listed.
Singers were next asked to briefly describe the main ideas of each movement. The
purpose of these questions was to assess whether the interpretations of the singers
matched the intended interpretation set by the composer/poet. No provided descriptions
of the content of “Jökull” or “The Floodgate” strayed from the intended interpretations of
the composer. Three statements given in description of “Siglufjörður,” however, were
somewhat inaccurate. For example, one singer referenced the melting of Siglufjörður’s
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glacier; Siglufjörður in reality has no glaciers nearby—this singer likely connected the
content of Movement II and Movement III fallaciously. Another singer indicated that
Siglufjörður is overwhelmed with tourists, which was not an intended interpretation of
the composer. Finally, one singer suggested that tourists simply don’t care about Iceland
and will forget about Iceland after they have visited; this idea is contradictory to the
composer’s intent behind the writing of the “Siglufjörður” text, which explicitly includes
lines such as “surely we will recall” and “how will we remember?” Of the three
movements, zero singers found “Jökull” to be the most educational, five singers found
“The Floodgate” as the most educational, and eight found the most educational
movement to be “Siglufjörður.”

4.3 Discussion
Through exploration of the survey results, several key findings may be drawn
concerning how content on climate change and tourism was conveyed to both singers and
audience members. Audience members, overall, indicated to have learned about both
climate change and tourism in Iceland after experiencing the premiere of Icelandic
Sketches. While quantifying the amount of knowledge gained by these subjects was
beyond the scope of the audience survey, the fact that the audience members felt more
knowledgeable after hearing just one performance of the work is an important finding. A
majority of audience members were also interested in listening to additional music
depicting similar themes; this suggests that the concertgoers were generally interested in
the piece at an intellectual level, and additional repertoire containing content on climate
change and tourism would be welcomed.
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The audience responded emotionally to Icelandic Sketches in a variety of ways.
Many indicated their emotional response with adjectives describing the piece, such as
“calming” or “chilling.” Some respondents described their sadness felt about climate
change after hearing the piece, while others simply noted that they enjoyed the piece.
Among this plethora of emotional responses, audience members still felt more
knowledgeable about climate change and tourism, suggesting that emotional response to
the music did not deter active environmental communication; the performance of
Icelandic Sketches was conceived by audience members as both an artistic and an
intellectual experience. Audience members also listed a variety of answers referencing
the content that was the most meaningful to them. Content from each of the three
movements was listed, suggesting that all three movements were appreciated by the
audience. Some of the content listed as most meaningful was a specific line of text, while
other responses referenced an entire movement or a specific mood or atmosphere invoked
by the music. This finding suggests that all compositional elements worked well together
and were effective in some way—both the musical and the textual elements were
appreciated by the audience.
The fact that several survey respondents indicated the helpfulness of the program
notes demonstrates the importance of providing supplementary materials to boost the
communicative potential of the music. By providing program notes, the premiere
performance was both an aural and a visual experience. By the time the performance
began, audience members would have, in theory, read through the program notes and
gained the background knowledge about the piece as an element of preparedness for the
performance. The addition of visual imagery alongside the performance (e.g., a
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slideshow) was commonly listed as a suggested improvement to the communicative
aspect of the piece; however, a benefit to not providing such imagery is that results of the
audience surveys reflect the communication that occurred through the music alone, along
with the program notes. In a typical concert setting, a musical performance most often
stands alone, with little to no information provided beyond program notes; therefore,
while including additional sensory experiences such as a slideshow may have boosted
communicative effectiveness, it is also important for research to consider the
effectiveness of music without additional elements added to the performance. The results
of the audience survey suggest that even without a slideshow, some audience members
were actively visualizing the Icelandic landscape through musical imagery and elements
of storytelling—present throughout the composition in both the piano and vocal lines—
creating a mood intended to replicate the atmosphere of the Icelandic landscape. The
music itself, therefore, evoked a form of imaginative thinking within the audience that
perhaps prompted the audience’s notions of knowledge gained about Iceland’s climate
and tourism-related challenges.
Analysis of the surveys completed by the singers allows for insights to be drawn
concerning the performers themselves. Logically, the musicians who rehearse a piece
across the span of multiple weeks may become much more familiar with the content of a
piece than members of the audience who only hear the piece once. Great communicative
potential therefore exists concerning the singers of Icelandic Sketches. The singers in the
WKU Chorale were clearly influenced by the content of Icelandic Sketches when listing
the effects and consequences of climate change in the post-performance survey.
Compared with the pre-rehearsal results, “melting ice” was listed more frequently—
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melting was a major theme of the piece. New additions to the list of consequences
included economic impact of climate change and impact on the tourism industry. Neither
of these responses were mentioned before learning Icelandic Sketches. These results
show that some singers were able to connect the narrative-based content of the music to
the fact-based source material by drawing new conclusions about the consequences of
climate change in Iceland; in other words, some singers converted artistic content into
intellectual thought.
The results of the pre-rehearsal and post-performance Likert-scale questions
indicate successful communication; particularly, the strengthened acknowledgements of
tourism’s environmental impacts as well as music’s communicative potential are shown
to be statistically significant. Additionally, all but two of the respondents agreed or
strongly agreed to feel more knowledgeable about climate change and tourism in Iceland
after performing Icelandic Sketches. These results are somewhat verified by the
generally-accurate summaries of each movement the survey respondents provided. With
a few exceptions, all descriptions of the main ideas of the piece were accurate, including
discussion of the concepts of Last-Chance Tourism, Siglufjörður’s economic decline
from climate change, the melting of glaciers affecting the landscape, and tourist
interactions with the landscape. Singers not only reported to feel more knowledgeable
about Iceland’s environmental issues, but in these responses, newfound awareness of
these issues was demonstrated.
Much of the knowledge gained by members of the WKU Chorale was self-gained
as the singers learned the piece, as opposed to directly taught by the director in rehearsal.
This is shown by the main ideas described in the post-performance surveys that were not
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discussed as interpretive content during rehearsals as recorded by the researcher. For
example, the economic implications of the migration of herring away from Siglufjörður
were not discussed in rehearsal, but such economic implications were discussed by
survey respondents in the post-performance survey. The story of Siglufjörður was
indirectly told from the perspective of tourists in the third movement text rather than
explicitly describing the herring’s decline and the subsequent rise of tourism. This poetic
ambiguity is perhaps an explanation for the few misinterpretations of the movement,
considering that the contents of the other two movements were stated more
straightforwardly. Despite the room for misinterpretation, Siglufjörður was listed by
survey respondents as the most educational movement, suggesting that poetic ambiguity
did not deter the communication of the overall message of the text.
As with the audience members, singers in the WKU Chorale described a variety
of emotional responses to the music, listing textual and musical elements from all three
movements as meaningful. In some cases, specific lines resonated particularly strongly
with some respondents, such as “the glacier will join its siblings in the sea,” “iPhone in
my pocket,” and “yesterday the path was dry.” As the post-survey indicates that these
were among the most memorable lines of text, further considerations of their use in the
piece can suggest important communicative factors for music composition. “The glacier
will join its siblings in the sea” is considered by the composer as one of the most
emotionally-charged lines of all of the three poems, evoking strong imagery not only of
glacial melt but also indicating the ultimate destination of all glaciers as warming climate
trends continue. Such a consequential line of poetry was set to music poignantly using
minor chords, dissonant clashes, a temporary absence of piano accompaniment, and a
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lack of resolution to either a major or minor tonic to end the second movement. The
musical setting of this line was apparently successful at creating a memorable end to the
“The Floodgate.”
“Yesterday the path was dry,” also from Movement II, is another key element of
text, particularly used as a critical piece of information in telling the story of the glacier
hikers. The meltwater river blocking the “flood” of tourists from accessing the glacier
compared to the complete absence of water a mere day ago is a striking line of visioninducing text. Stated by the guide as a simple fact, however, the line itself is not
emotionally-charged. This suggests that the incorporation of storytelling elements into
music can also enhance communicative effectiveness.
“iPhone in my pocket” indicates the importance of personal relatability to the text.
Singers indicated that the reference of an iPhone, a commonplace device, helped to place
the story of the hikers in “The Floodgate” into a more relatable setting. The text of “The
Floodgate” was purposefully designed from the perspective of tourists with the intention
of enhancing relatability—and therefore also enhancing personal connection to the story
and meaning of the movement. As several singers acknowledged this attempt as
meaningful, emphasizing elements of relatability in a composition appears to be a
beneficial strategy for communication through music. Despite these efforts in relatability,
Icelandic Sketches as a whole did not induce much change in the singers’ opinions
regarding the personal relevance of climate change as shown by the statistical results
comparing Likert-scale responses on the topic before and after learning the piece. Even if
the singers empathized with the tourists of Icelandic Sketches and felt emotionally
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connected, this did not necessarily facilitate an enhanced personal connection to climate
change.

4.3.1 Data-Driven Recommendations
As studies of environmental communication through music are conducted in the
future and as new musical compositions depicting environmental content are premiered
and released into publication, the results of this study support many suggestions for
maximizing new music’s communicative potential for both performers and audience
members. A first set of recommendations is aimed for composers of new works depicting
climate change, tourism, or other environmental issues. These recommendations apply to
both the choral and instrumental genres. To begin, composers should strive to be
deliberate with their compositional purpose, goals, and communicative intent. Composers
should write new works with the expectations and musical capacities of potential
audiences in mind: will an audience maintain interest in the subject matter of the piece?
Can the music be designed so that concert audiences and performers relate to the piece or
feel a connection to the content? How can the intent and purpose of the composer be
inherently conveyed through the music? This is not to say that music composed to
communicate environmental science should be stifled creatively, simplified, or dumbed
down, but rather that accessibility to a wide variety of audiences and types of performers
should be a strong compositional consideration. An audience or a performing ensemble
must be able to connect with a piece and its environmental content in order to
communicate the composer’s purpose and intent through performance. Therefore,
composers should strive to maximize receptivity of their works.
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Choral composers should seek to creatively complement the meaning of written
texts with their musical settings. The study of Icelandic Sketches has shown that through
emphasizing the emotional and story-telling capacities of musical texts, performers and
audience members can more easily connect with and remember the content as
meaningful. When searching for and deciding upon the environmental content around
which to create a musical work, composers should consider narratives, poetry, and other
artistic contents that lend themselves well to being set to music. All composers should
seek to communicate the content of their works through musical creativity by exploring
use of musical imagery, repetition/use of themes and motives, musical symbolism, and
any other effective compositional technique.
Correct interpretation of the environmental content imbedded within music is
important, especially as musicians rehearse a new piece and are first introduced to the
content. Composers should explain key information about the environmental content of
the music as well as important performance techniques and intentions through composer
notes. Of course, no two ensembles will perform a piece of music in exactly the same
way, but composer notes may help ensure that the essential purpose and intent behind the
piece are correctly conveyed in each performance. Especially if a piece is published and
widely distributed, a composer cannot possibly attend every performance and work with
every ensemble to ensure the environmental content is correctly interpreted and
conveyed; however, whenever possible, composers should seek to collaborate with
directors and ensembles performing a piece to share compositional insights and monitor
how the piece is being interpreted across various ensembles.
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As with composers, directors and conductors of ensembles performing music with
environmental content should also seek to maximize receptivity, both concerning the
performers the directors/conductors oversee as well as the audience members who attend
performances. During a concert, this might involve exploring elements of an enhanced
performance such as displaying a slideshow of pictures, playing with stage lighting, etc.
Program notes should be provided, or a basic explanation of the piece can be announced
by an emcee or the director before the performance begins.
Productive rehearsals will shape a successful performance. Directors and
conductors should share their interpretations of the piece to their ensembles in rehearsal,
and when a musical passage is complex, emotionally-charged, or expresses significant
content, directors and conductors should encourage interpretive discussion amongst the
members of the ensemble. Perhaps the ensemble can arrive at an interpretation as a whole
and choose to reflect such an interpretation in their performance. This activity supports
critical thinking about the environmental subject matter and can assist in helping the
ensemble communicate the content more effectively. Directors and conductors should
aim for their ensembles to feel emotionally and intellectually invested in the music and its
environmental content.
Ideally, a sufficient amount of rehearsal time should be attributed to learning the
music so that performers can move past learning the notes, rhythms, and other
fundamental components of the music. This will allot time for the performers to dig into
the meaning of the content and to explore how best to express the content artistically. The
WKU Chorale learned Icelandic Sketches quickly alongside rehearsal of the Poulenc
Gloria, a major work. While such a scenario can be considered typical of many
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ensembles’ schedules, a longer rehearsal period with Icelandic Sketches may perhaps
have enhanced the communicative results shown in the post-performance survey results.
The ideal period of rehearsal allotted for learning a piece will vary by ensemble,
depending on the ensemble’s skill level, the difficulty of the piece, and other musical and
technical factors.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
This project aimed to evaluate how effectively climate change and tourism issues
can be communicated through choral music through consideration of the music’s
creation, rehearsal, and performance processes. Icelandic Sketches was composed
specifically to fulfill the objectives of this research. The composer embedded a variety of
anecdote-based contents into the piece, and surveys evaluated how this content was
communicated to both the performers of the piece and to the audience members who
attended the premiere concert.
All three of the surveys corroborate that performers and audience members felt
more knowledgeable about climate change and tourism through their experiences with
the piece. The piece’s content was effectively communicated both during the
performance and during the rehearsal process. The majority of the performers’
interpretations of the content matched with the composer’s intended interpretations;
therefore, when the WKU Chorale performed Icelandic Sketches in concert, the
performer’s accurate interpretations were then conveyed to the members of the audience.
This transfer of knowledge from composer to director/singers to audience members
appears to have been successful. Singers and audience members generally reported not
only to have learned more about climate change and tourism from the piece, but they also
adopted newfound interest in the subject matter. Some showed evidence of critical
thinking about the content of the pieces exceeding the text of the music itself.
Both the musical elements and the textual elements of the piece were effective
communication agents. The text was perhaps the most direct communicator, as the words
sung by the choir and read through the program notes were directly absorbed by the
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audience members. The musical element of the piece appears to have enhanced the text’s
communicative power; through the music, the Icelandic setting and atmosphere were
conveyed, repeated musical themes brought familiarity, and the emotional connection of
the texts were deepened. Audience members and singers were absorbing content aurally
and, through mental visualization and the use of program notes, visually, strengthening
the communicative element. This conclusion is supported by the results of the surveys,
where audience members cited an emotional connection to the musical imagery of
melting ice and tourists on a glacier hike. Both singers and audience members found a
variety of musical and textual content from the piece to be the most meaningful to
them—aspects of all three movements were listed as meaningful. This suggests that
music is effective in catering to the different emotional and intellectual interests of
singers and audience members.
These results highlight the differences in communicative effectiveness between
the musical arts and traditional means of environmental communication. This research
has presented and tested an alternative to ocularcentric methods of communication, such
as scientific reports and articles, to disseminate environmental information to the public.
The composition of Icelandic Sketches contained three stories about climate change and
tourism in Iceland. While each story was inspired by and depicted real events and
information, only a limited amount of content could be included in this eight to nineminute composition. Compared to a thorough scientific report or other standard
communicative methods, the quantity of material exposed to the audience in this project
was limited, yet the quality of exposure to the included content was enhanced through the
music. Much of the content was left to interpretation—an unavoidable element of artistic
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communication. Because music speaks to its consumers in different ways, consumers will
interpret the same piece of music differently. This is, of course, a challenge with any
attempt at environmental communication, yet perhaps more so when music or the other
arts are heavily incorporated. In order to compensate for the limited time an audience
member is in contact with the music and the limited content covered in the music itself,
program notes were shown to be highly helpful, providing the background context
necessary for audience members to be fully prepared to enjoy Icelandic Sketches and
learn the most from it.
Despite the limited content, the emotional connections performers and audience
members formed with the music of Icelandic Sketches are a highlighting result of this
project. After performance of Icelandic Sketches, audience members and the singers not
only felt more knowledgeable about climate change and tourism, which indicates
successful environmental communication of itself, but they also indicated having felt a
variety of strong emotions about the music and its content: feelings of sadness,
poignancy, surprise, calmness, and many others were expressed specifically by audience
members. Many singers found the experiences of the tourists depicted in the music
empathetic and relatable. These emotional connections, among others, should be
recognized as key communicative agents.
The composition, rehearsal, and performance process of Icelandic Sketches were
each completed smoothly and successfully. The composition itself serves as a challenging
new piece of choral music with extreme relevance to modern issues. The piece may be
shared with new choirs and performed for additional audiences from this point onward,
effectively expanding the communicative capacity of the piece. Through observing the
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rehearsal process of Icelandic Sketches, the members of the WKU Chorale were shown to
be intensely engaged with the environmental content embedded within the music as it
was learned. Discussions of musical atmosphere and storytelling were common areas of
interpretation incorporated into rehearsals. These interpretive decisions ultimately shaped
how the piece was performed during the premiere.

5.1 Future Work and Research
This research has shown that choral music embedded with environmental themes
can serve as an effective platform for environmental communication. Performers and
audience members strongly connected with Icelandic Sketches at an emotional level,
increasing interest in the piece and encouraging critical thinking about the themes of
climate change and tourism in Iceland. This research was preliminary and exploratory in
nature due to the lack of current literature to reference regarding music’s communicative
potential in the environmental sciences. With the conclusion that choral music, when
strategically written and shared, can serve as a successful environmental communication
platform, two future steps are made apparent: first, more choral music embedded with
environmental messages, stories, and information should be composed and performed as
a means of reaching musical consumers, an audience not typically targeted by
environmental communication efforts. The results of the audience survey in this research
indicated that consumers of choral music specifically would be highly interested to listen
to more music akin to Icelandic Sketches, demonstrating that the demand for more
environmental and climate change-themed music exists. Additional genres of music, such
as chamber music and orchestral music, should release new environmentally-centered
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compositions as well. Composers should draw from inspiration found across the globe to
contribute a variety of environmental information from all corners of the world into the
current musical repertoire. Creativity in compositional techniques and styles should be
utilized to create a variety of new music embedded with environmental content.
The second step for the future, further research, should address the complexities
of environmental communication through music by studying what methods of
composition are most communicatively effective and how compositions can be
performed in such ways that maximize communication and audience engagement with
the content. This future research may stem from either the musical disciplines, the
environmental disciplines, or from interdisciplinary endeavors. No two pieces of music
will communicate environmental material in exactly the same way at the same capacity.
With this study as a reference to build upon, scientists should scrutinize the
compositional process, the rehearsal process, the performance process, and the transfer of
environmental content between each of these phases of a musical work. Successful
methods should be shared not only within research circles, but also with composers and
musical directors so that such methods may become actively practiced.
Another related area of future research should analyze not only how content is
initially communicated (as with this study), but also how the content is retained over time
in comparison with more traditional methods of environmental communication. Such
work will emphasize any long-term benefits of utilizing music as a communicative
platform in the environmental sciences. Perhaps most importantly, as the discipline of
environmental communication continues to expand, and as new music is continually
released, these two must not operate in isolation of each other. The musical arts and the
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environmental sciences should continue to collaborate and build upon a growing
interdisciplinary relationship to support further applied research and an expanded musical
repertoire with strong communicative capacity—both of which may be utilized as
constructive tools of modern change in an era of anthropogenic climate change and other
imperative environmental challenges that require widespread attention and action.
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APPENDIX A: SINGER PRE-REHEARSAL SURVEY
The following survey was distributed to members of the WKU Chorale in written form
before rehearsal of Icelandic Sketches began.
ICELANDIC SKETCHES SURVEY
WKU Chorale Members, Pre-Rehearsal

Please respond to the following questions as thoroughly as possible. Even if you are unsure
of your answers, please provide as much information as you can.
1. Have you ever traveled to Iceland?
2. If you were to travel to Iceland, what would you expect to see?

Yes

No

3. Do you think Iceland faces any challenges regarding climate change? Please explain.

4. If you answered Yes to #3, are there any potential consequences of these challenges? Please
explain.

For the following statements, please indicate your level of agreement on a scale of 1 – 5.
(1 = Strongly Refute, 5 = Strongly Agree)
5. I think tourists and the tourism industry can substantially alter the
natural environment. If you agree, please explain how.

1

2

3

4

5

6. I think climate change is directly relevant to me personally
1
(e.g. in my career, education, or obligations as a citizen). Please explain.

2

3

4

5

7. I think music can be used to successfully communicate
scientific concepts. Please explain.

2

3

4

5
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APPENDIX B: AUDIENCE SURVEY
The following survey was distributed to audience members of the Icelandic Sketches
premiere in written format.
ICELANDIC SKETCHES SURVEY
Thank you for attending today’s concert! As an audience member, you have a special opportunity to provide
feedback on today’s premiere performance of “Icelandic Sketches” as part of the composer’s research
exploring the potential for music to communicate concepts in environmental science. After the
performance, please consider completing the short, anonymous survey below and submitting your
responses in the collection box located in the lobby. A full explanation of the goals and considerations of
the research can be found at https://wku.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_24xZ2fVd5cv7ON7. Copies are also
available in the lobby.

After experiencing today’s performance of “Icelandic Sketches:”
1. I feel more knowledgeable about climate change
and environmental issues in Iceland.

Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

2. I feel more knowledgeable about tourism in Iceland.

1

2

3

4

5

3. I would be interested to listen to additional
music depicting similar themes.

1

2

3

4

5

Agree

4. Please briefly describe your overall emotional response to “Icelandic Sketches.”
5. If you found any of the piece’s content particularly meaningful, please briefly describe it.
6. Could anything be improved or added to enhance the communication of the piece’s content to the
audience?
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APPENDIX C: SINGER POST-PERFORMANCE SURVEY
The following survey was distributed to members of the WKU Chorale in online format
after the premiere of Icelandic Sketches.
ICELANDIC SKETCHES SURVEY
WKU Chorale Members, Post-Concert

Please respond to the following questions as thoroughly as possible. Even if you are unsure
of your answers, please provide as much information as you can.

I. Topical Questions
1. Do you think Iceland faces any challenges regarding climate change? Please explain.

2. If you answered Yes to #1, are there any potential consequences of these challenges? Please
explain.
For the following statements, please indicate your level of agreement on a scale of 1 – 5.
(1 = Strongly Refute, 5 = Strongly Agree)
3. I think tourists and the tourism industry can substantially alter the
natural environment. If you agree, please explain how.

4. I think climate change is directly relevant to you personally
(e.g. in your career, education, or obligations as a citizen).
Please explain.

5. I think music can be used to successfully communicate
scientific concepts. Please explain.

6. I feel more knowledgeable about climate change and tourism
in Iceland after rehearsing and performing this piece.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

II. Text vs. Musical Elements
7. How critical was the text in providing educational value on climate change and tourism? If the
piece contained no words, how would the meaning of the piece be affected?

8. Were any aspects of the text particularly meaningful to you? Please explain.

9. How critical was the music (non-textual component) in providing educational value on climate
change and tourism? If the texts were merely read as poems, how would the meaning be affected?
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10. Were any of the musical components of the piece particularly meaningful to you? Please
explain.

III. Interpretation
11. Please briefly describe how you interpret each movement of the piece—what are the main
ideas?
a. Jökull

b. The Floodgate

c. Siglufjörður

12. Of the three movements (Jökull, The Floodgate, Siglufjörður), did you find any particular
movement to be the most educational or meaningful? Please explain.

13. If you have any additional comments about the process of rehearsing and performing this
piece or anything you have learned, please share them here.

IV. Respondent Information
14. Gender:

Male

Female

15. Age:

18-19

20-21

22-23

24-25

16. Major:

Music (BA)

Music (Ed)

Music (Perf)

Other

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior/Grad

(Circle all that apply)

17. Year:

18. Have you ever learned about climate change through any of the following forms?
a. University Course (e.g. GEOG 226, 280)

Yes

No

b. Book

Yes

No

c. Documentary/Movie

Yes

No

d. TV Program

Yes

No

e. Podcast/Radio Program

Yes

No

f. Internet News Article

Yes

No

(editorials/opinion pieces excluded)
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